
Those excused from Fasting 
1. Indicate if the following statements are True or False regarding the breaking of 
the fast: 

2. Indicate if the following statements are True or False regarding those excused 
from fasting: 

Statement FALSE TRUE

A person suddenly falls ill and fears that if the fast is not broken 
his life will be in danger or that his health will deteriorate. In 
such a case it will be permissible to break the fast.

A person experiences severe pains in the stomach and 
becomes extremely restless. It is permissible to break the fast. 

A person was bitten by a snake. It is not permissible for them to 
take medicine. 

A person feels extremely thirsty and fears for his life, it will be 
permissible to break the fast.

A pregnant woman encounters certain difficulty and thereby 
fears for her or her child's life. It will be permissible for her to 
break her fast.

Statement FALSE TRUE

A person experiences a sickness which could be aggravated 
by fasting and he fears that if he had to fast, his sickness would 
worsen. He should still fast.

A person experiences a sickness which could be aggravated 
by fasting and he fears that if he had to fast his recovery 
would be delayed. He should still fast.

A person experiences a sickness which could be aggravated 
by fasting and he fears that if he had to fast he would die. He 
should not fast.

A person recovered from his sickness but continued feeling 
weak and he feels that if he fasts, he will fall ill again. It will be 
permissible not to fast.

If a person is a musafir it is permissible for him not to fast.
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If by travelling, a person will not experience any difficulties by 
fasting, he will be sinful if he does not fast.

A person did not fast due to some sickness and passed away 
in that very sickness, they will be absolved of their qada.

A pregnant or a breast-feeding woman is permitted not to 
fast if she fears for the life of her child or her own life.

A woman gave birth and was therefore in a state of nifâs, it 
will not be permissible for such a woman to fast. 

A woman becomes pure from her haid or nifâs during the 
night, she did not have a bath at night, she should not fast

A woman becomes pure after dawn, it will be permissible for 
her to make the intention of fasting and keep the fast for the 
day as long as she did not eat anything yet.

A person accepts Islam during the day, they have not eaten 
anything yet. they should keep the fast.

A traveller had the intention of not fasting. However, he 
reached his house one hour before noon. He should fast for 
the rest of the day, and no qada will be due. 

A person reaches the age of puberty during the day, he 
should abstain from eating or drinking anything for the rest of 
the day. If he eats then qada will be wajib on him.

Statement FALSE TRUE
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